The Tevatron in Run IIa will operate with three trains of twelve bunches each. The impact of the long-range interactions on beam stability will be more significant compared to Run I. We study these beam-beam interactions (head-on and long-range) with particle tracking using two different codes. The model includes machine nonlinearities such as the field errors of the Interaction Region quadrupoles and the chromaticity sextupoles. Tune footprints and dynamic apertures are calculated for different bunches in a train.
INTRODUCTION
The Tevatron will operate again in collider mode starting in summer 2001. In the first phase, termed Run IIa, 36 13 bunches in three trains of twelve bunches will collide with 36 proton bunches. This is a six-fold increase in the number of bunches from the last collider operation Run Ib. Design proton intensities are higher so the head-on beambeam tune shifts experienced by the anti-protons will be higher than in Run Ib. The greater number of long-range beam-beam interactions will increase the total beam-beam induced tune spread of the anti-protons. Furthermore these effects are different for each jj bunch in a train since the sequence of long-range interactions is different for each of them. All of these effects taken together may reduce the dynamic aperture (DA) andor lifetime of the anti-protons significantly. In this report we calculate the DA of a few bunches including the nonlinear fields in the IR quadrupoles amongst the nonlinearities. In the second stage of Run 11, the plan is to increase the luminosity further with more intense bunches, larger number of bunches to decrease the number of interactions per bunch crossing, and also introduce crossing angles at BO and DO to avoid parasitic collisions with zero separation.
BEAM-BEAM INTERACTIONS IN RUN IIA
The design luminosity will increase from Run I to Run I1 mainly with an increase in the proton intensities and the number of bunches. Table 1 shows the main beam parameters. In Run IIa each bunch will experience two head-on interactions at BO and DO and seventy long-range interactions. These long-range interactions will be distributed over the entire ring with differing beam separations and differing phase advances from one interaction to the next. This sequence of interations will also be different for every bunch in the train, e.g. the leading bunch 1 will experience all long-range interactions downstream of the IP, bunch 6 will experience five interactions upstream and six interactions Figure 4 shows th'e footprints due to the beam-beam interactions in Run IIa for bunch 1 and bunch 6 superposed on nearby sum resonances up to twelfth order. Footprints of all bunches except for bunch 1 and 12 are clustered around that of bunch 6. The major differences in the tuneshifts between bunch 6 and bunch 1 and 12 are due to the missing parasitic collision closest to the IP, upstream for bunch 1 and dowstream for bunch 12. The variation in the tune shift and in the tune spread from bunch to bunch will be greatly enhanced in Run IIb when the number of bunches is increased to more than one hundred. The 
FOOTPRINTS AND DYNAMIC APERTURE CALCULATIONS
The bunch length in the Tevatron is comparable to the beta function at the IP, os x 37 cm, p* = 35 cm. Recent theoretical work [2] has shown that bunch length effects which include hour glass effects and phase averaging reduce resonance strengths in the Tevatron by two orders of magnitude compared to strengths calculated with zero length bunches. We include these bunch length effects in the simulations of the head-on interactions described below. The long-range effects are modelled by delta function kicks.
The simulation model includes the beam-beam kicks, the nonlinear fields in the Interaction Region (IR) quadrupoles (the beta functions in these magnets is about three to four times the values in the arcs) and the chromaticity correcting sextupoles. Two simulation programs MAD and TEVLAT are used to track particles. In most cases the DA calculated by these codes are within 20 (or about 15%) of each other. In this report linear imperfections such as orbit errors and coupling due to misalignments are not included and neither are time-dependent effects such as those due to power supply ripple. Synchrotron oscillations and other momentum dependent effects have yet to be studied in sufficient detail. These effects are important and will be included in further studies. Tracking to calculate the DA was done for IO5 and lo6 turns. For lo5 turns, particles were launched at several transverse amplitude ratios. Both the average and the minimum over these values are taken as measures of the DA. son, the DA with only head-on and IR errors is also shown. In all cases the chromaticity sextupoles are included. It is evident that the long-range interactions cause a sharp drop in the DA. For example, the minimum DA drops from 1 3 . 6~ to 8.60 when these interactions are included (see Table 2 ). The IR errors have a smaller relative impact, they reduce the average DA by about 1.60. The relative importance of these IR errors could change when crossing angles are introduced and particle orbits go significantly off-axis through these magnets. We have also calculated the DA when the only longrange interactions are the nearest parasitic collisions (PCs) to the IPS. We find that with only these PCs both the average and minimum DA are about 2a smaller but not quite as small as when all the PCs are included, see Table 2 . It is therefore not obvious that reducing the tune spread alone, for example by choosing a different bunch spacing so that only the nearest PCs are further apart, would necessarily improve the DA.
The DA is sensitive to the machine tune. One might choose the tunes so that only small amplitude particles (< l a ) straddle the fifth and tenth order resonances. Calculations with a few tunes chosen to accomplish this do not appear to improve the DA significantly, see Table 2 .
We find that when the long-range interactions are added, tune diffusion increases by an order of magnitude in regions close to the diagonal (a: = y) in amplitude space but is relatively unchanged along the x and y axes. Figure 3 shows that the DA drops the most close to the diagonal when the long-range interactions are added.
Longer term tracking ( lo6 turns) was done only along the diagonal in amplitude space for bunches 1,6 and 12. Figure Bunch The maximum variation in DA from bunch to bunch is 2a. Even after lo6 turns there is no indication that the stable amplitude is levelling off for eith.er of these bunches. Since lo6 turns corresponds to about 21 seconds in the Tevatron, particles at smaller amplitudes than seen in Figure 5 and in Table 2 could be lost over a time scale of minutes. During operation it is only necessary that the real DA exceed the physical aperture which is defined by the primary collimators which are at 6a from the beam core. Given that many effects mentioned above were not included in the simulation model, the real DA of nearly all bunches is likely to be smaller than the physical aperture.
Conditions in Run IIb will be significantly more challenging. One new aspect will be the crossing angles at BO and DO. Studies have shown beam interactions do not by themselves cause significant amplitude growth up to crossing angles of 500 pradiansthe maximum thought necessary. The choice of optimum crossing angle however will be determined by considering all the nonlinearities -a study that is in progress.
CONCLUSIONS
Calculations assuming ideal machine conditions show that the dynamic aperture of most bunches in Run IIa is smaller than 80. In most realistic operating conditions the dynamic aperture will likely be smaller than the physical aperture of 60. The stable boundary in Run IIb will be significantly smaller unless the long-range interactions are compensated.
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